Travelers are looking for solutions to keep them informed and safe while on their journey.
Travel providers are doing everything possible to ensure traveler health, safety, and wellbeing but it is difficult to communicate this to travelers.
Especially when travelers are shopping on external websites
At Pilota, we have launched FlySafe which empowers users to stay safe while traveling.
FlySafe combines data from providers and uses AI and data-driven insights to provide travelers with everything they need to know about the safety of their upcoming journey, risk of disruption and more.
Traveler’s can choose which factors matter most to them.
(or this can be determined by the company)
We provide ratings to allow them to easily compare flights based on these factors.
Quickly view which selected factors each flight has.
And see even more about the safety, disruption and other important details for each flight. This includes our AI based insights.
Flights can also be saved to view again later on when it is time to browse again.
Our chatbot can answer questions about health/safety during the booking process.
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Our Flight Disruption Management Solution uses AI algorithms to predict assess disruption risk. And proactively provide reaccommodation tools to travelers.

The image shows results from our real-time flight disruption risk prediction.
600+ Users

248,000+ Flights Analyzed
We would like to work directly with you to provide your potential travelers with the most up to date information and restore their confidence in your airlines.
Let’s work together to restore consumer confidence in air travel.

Thank you.

www.flypilota.com